
There are – quite rightly – calls within the
parking industry to make compulsory the
regular inspection of multi-storey car parks.

The dilemma facing the country’s ageing stock of

reinforced concrete multi-storey car parks is one

of deterioration and lack of proper maintenance

and repair. Many of the car parks that Martech
inspect are in an advanced state of deterioration.

In the recent past there have been some well

documented incidences of structural failure.

In summary whilst many are kept in good

condition, there are quite a number that have

fallen into significant disrepair and urgently need

restoration – but at what cost?

It is imperative that a thorough inspection regime

is carried out on the car park to determine the

cause and extent of the deterioration before

designing a repair strategy.

Martech have developed, over the last 22 years,

a highly experienced team of materials engineers

with specialist equipment to inspect all aspects of

car park structures. Martech will determine the

exact cause and the true extent of the damage

and from this testing and interpretation Martech

can then help develop a repair specification that

meets the needs of the structure and the

operators budget. 

Martech recently inspected a multi-storey car

park serving a hospital in the midlands where all

the reinforced concrete elements were given a

visual assessment in conjunction with detailed

test areas to investigate the corrosion rate of the

steel reinforcement and the levels of chlorides 

and carbonation present in the parking decks 

and ramps. 

The survey results are collated into an

interpretative report together with best value

remedial advice allowing the operators to manage

their maintenance schedule and future budgets.

Don’t Delay 
– Inspect that Car Park Now!
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Martech
Reaching New
Heights
Martech abseiling engineers have
just completed the final inspection of
one of the worlds tallest hospitals.

Ten years ago Martech Technical
Services Ltd carried out a full and
thorough external survey of the tall
building, inspecting and testing the
reinforced concrete for signs of
ageing and to catalogue any potential
areas of deterioration.

Since then Martech engineers have
revisited the building annually to carry
out safety inspections and provide up
dated information on the condition of
the reinforced concrete facades for
the property maintenance staff to plan
their renovation and future design
budgets.

Sea Breezes Blow in Chlorides
As an island nation with a highly developed coastal property network it is inevitable that some
buildings, in particular those built using reinforced concrete, will suffer from the ingress of air

born chlorides from the sea.

Martech engineers are specialists at inspecting and diagnosing the effects
of chloride attack to the steel reinforcement of concrete and stone buildings
around our coast including the sea defence structures and jetties and piers.

Tell tale signs of rust staining on the concrete need further investigation as
often the reinforcing steel has been badly corroded and Martech have the
equipment and expertise to carry this out and report back to the client the
full cause and extent of both visual and latent (hidden) damage.

Martech can also advise on the most effective and efficient repair method.

Another example of Martech engineers
working with the client to determine the
best course of action by diagnosing first
the problem and its extent and only then
designing a repair regime.



It is not commonly known that the Cutty Sark has concrete in

her keel for ballast and during 2005 Martech was instructed

by the engineers representing the Cutty Sark Preservation

Society to inspect this concrete by taking cores for chloride

analysis. Martech also inspected large sections of the iron

framing of the vessel for corrosion damage.

This inspection was part of the early study to determine the

feasibility and costs for the then proposed restoration and

conservation of this historic vessel.

Martech are proud to have been involved in the preservation

of this wonderful ship now resting resplendent in her new

raised position in Greenwich, South London.
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Mosaic Cladding – 
Not all its Cracked Up To Be

Many buildings built during the sixties and
seventies were covered in small ceramic tiles to
form an architectural finish that both gave
protection and decoration to the reinforced
concrete building facades.

On most buildings these finishes have performed well but in
some cases seen by Martech engineers the mosaic tiles have
come away presenting a hazard to people and property below.

Martech carry out many inspections and making safe these
situations whilst investigating the cause and extent of the visible
and latent damage, often at height using in house abseiling
techniques.

The findings of this type of investigation are reported back by
Martech to the client in a detailed report enabling their
maintenance and repair budgets to be prepared with a degree of
accuracy targeted at the true cause and extent of the problem.
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Cutty Sark –
Keel
Inspection

Martech introduce new
Technical Services Repair Team 
To install Cathodic Protection and Corrosion Inhibitors

Martech have seen far too many

failures of existing concrete repairs over

more recent years.

Martech believe, based on the large

database of concrete condition surveys

built up within the company over its 22

years of existence, that in many cases

the correct repair of reinforced

concrete should be entrusted to

experienced materials and corrosion

engineers, with the knowledge and

understanding of the cause and extent

of the problem as well as the expertise

in applying the correct repair systems.

This is never more so than with the use

of designed repair systems such as

cathodic protection and corrosion

inhibitors where the correct installation

is absolutely critical to the treatment

being successful.

Martech will provide the client with full

Technical Services from survey to remedial

treatment. Martech are experienced in the

design and installation of proven corrosion

control methods including cathodic protection

and corrosion inhibitors. These techniques can

often be used selectively on a structure

undergoing refurbishment, following careful

testing and analyses of the problems present.

Martech Technical Services feel concrete

repair should move away from the invasive,

noisy, dusty, traditional tool box approach to the

more advanced techniques of the pharmacy

cabinet and modern medicine methods.

The Engineer’s Approach to the Repair
of Defective Reinforced Concrete

Bank on Martech
You don’t have to break the bank to use

Martech for your building inspections!

Although on this occasion Martech engineers carried out a

visual inspection of an ex bank building in the City of London

and just happened upon the vaults and in particular the security

door to the main safe. All very 007 Goldfinger, is this in fact 

Fort Knox? 

Discretion was paramount, but a quick peep by Martech

engineers concluded the safe empty.

Martech mainly carried out an overall frame assessment of this

listed structure for steel frame corrosion issues.

Another example

of the diverse

range of buildings

and structures

where Martech

are able to use

their inspection

expertise to assist

the client with

their property

management

responsibilities.

In this world environment with 

an increased need to retain and

recycle old buildings and

structures there is a greater than

ever risk of reinforced concrete

used in the original construction

succumbing to the ravages of

time. That is both through lack of

ongoing maintenance and through

the natural ageing process of

concrete – carbonation – and the

subsequent loss of alkaline

protection for the steel

reinforcement leading to

steel corrosion.

Only then can the defective concrete – or
should we perhaps say the reinforcement
corrosion – be restored with confidence to
its originally intended designed
performance, and hence a durable
refurbished concrete structure achieved.


